ANTSSYS STRIKES GOLD AND OIL
By Neil P

We received this email from a reader who has taken up the trial period for
the ANTSSYS trading on the Esignal platform. It’s also available on with Oanda on
the MT4 platform. Usually we don’t turn these emails into an article but we think
this is an interesting email. Editor.
I have spent the last few days applying the ANTSSYSS system to provide the
most consistent results in oil and gold. It’s as though the ANTS were designed for
Gold and Oil.
The rules remain the textbook 321 suite of the ANTSSYS trading strategy.
The 3 provides the direction, the 2 gives the confirmation and we trade the 1.
Across all of the days I have had available to me to test I have been getting
a very consistent result. The trend is considerably more ‘predictable’ I look for
ANTS firing VERY close to or ON the 300EMA.
This has the effect of giving us several winning trades for every movement. I
have attached a screenshot, taken very recently (you can quite literally pick a day
and there are winners after winners) and I have drawn the entries within the rules I
have described.

Here is a screen grab taken right this moment from Gold, where it’s another
crystal example of the system working for well over 45 ticks.

Here are a few screen grabs of the US NYMEX Oil Chart. I apply the same
321 rule, with a small ‘tweak’ in that I take each trade in line with the higher size
(3 and 2) where we only need to see a colour change in the MA crossover to be
sufficient to take the trade. In a practical display, red or green ANTS can be taken
as long as the higher sizes are in support in either a RED/RED, GREEN/GREEN or
COLOUR/AMBER colour. So, 1:Red/Green 2:Amber 3:Amber is ok.
I then apply a very tight stop and take profit, only taking trades which are
VERY close or ON the 300EMA.
The screen shot shows each trade as it happened. I use a firm ANTS Zone
study which clearly shows the trades as they arrive.

As you can see, with these rules we have seen traders of +82, +32, +25,
+24, -6, -5, +18, +46, +47… Thats +263 (Opportunity Trades) generated before
the US open!
To say these results have been mind-blowing would be polite. Thank you for
all the work you and you team have done in developing this trading method.

